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the commuNist PhilosoPhY oF kNoWledGe: Part ii
“Without revolutionary theory there can be no

revolutionary movement.” – V. I. Lenin

The previous column discussed the most important
idea of the communist view of knowledge, that know-
ledge derives from practice and provides a guide to
practice. Practice includes many activities: work, rai-
sing your family, class struggle, war, scientific expe-
riments, etc. This column is about two different kinds
of knowledge: generalizations, and theories. 
Generalizations collect specific cases together and
combine them into single statements: “Women
usually get paid less then men,” “Inspecting a bus is
an easier job than fixing its brakes.” “More Red Flags

are sold at factory A than factory B.” “There are no
construction jobs in this city.” “Most revolutions take
place during or after a major war,” etc. 

Knowing generalizations is essential to plan and
carry out all kinds of practical actions, including po-
litical organizing. But for many kinds of practice,
from building a T.V.  set to communist revolution,
another kind of knowledge is necessary:  theoretical
knowledge. Knowledge of theories makes it possible
to understand what lies behind events and makes them
happen. For example, the statement “A capitalist eco-
nomy goes into recession or depression roughly every
eight years” is a true generalization, but it doesn’t ex-
plain what causes these economic crises to happen or
whether they must happen. Only theoretical know-
ledge allows us to do this.

Theories differ from generalizations in two ways.
Every theory must have its own categories, the things
and quantities that the theory uses to explain events.
The categories of economics include price, value,

labor, profit, wages, surplus value, etc. Catego-
ries of physics include force, energy, mass,
atom, electron, etc. Categories of political the-
ory include communism, socialism, capitalism,
revolution, opportunism, revisionism, agita-
tion, reform struggle, etc. 

Some categories describe things that are
easy to see or measure, like price in economics
or weight in physics, but often categories des-
cribe things that are not obvious.  Categories
can describe aspects of reality that lie below
the surface. Things like viruses, surplus value,
atoms, or revisionism can’t usually be seen, but
they can be detected indirectly or figured out. 

The second way that generalizations differ
from theories is that theories have laws and
principles that describe the connections between ca-
tegories. For example, it is a law of physics that the
rate at which an object speeds up is proportional to
the force applied to it. It is a law of economics that
the average price of something is proportional to the
amount of human labor necessary to make it. It is a
biological law that you can’t get tuberculosis without
being exposed to a certain kind of bacteria. 

Laws like these have to be tested and confirmed in
practice, but they can’t always be formed the way that
generalizations are, by summing up particular cases.
Often the particular cases of theoretical categories
can’t be seen at all. Even when they can be seen, in-
dividual cases only tell us what has happened, not
what can happen. 

To prove that a theory is true, it is necessary to
compare it to alternative ideas, test it in practice, and
accept it only if it gives the best explanation of the

facts. For example, capitalist economic theories claim
that crises are not inevitable under capitalism, but can
be prevented by government regulation. The commu-
nist explanation is that economic crises result from
the rivalry between capitalists, which means they
can’t carry out a common plan to control their own
markets. This means that crises must happen and can
never be ended under capitalism. 

Economic theories are certainly not the only ones
we need in the fight for communism. We must extend
and improve our political theories about the fight
against revisionism and the mobilization of the wor-
king class to create and maintain communism. We
must not only understand how to create theoretical
knowledge and apply it in practice, we also need to
learn how to modify theories that practice shows to
be wrong. This “dialectic of theory and practice” will
be the topic of our next column. 

sudaN reFereNdum:  
iNter-imPerialist rivalrY sharPeNs

A referendum on whether or not to split Sudan in
two, planned for January 9, 2011, is the legacy of
forty years of civil war between the Arab/Muslim
north and the Christian/animist south. It also shows
the sharpening inter-imperialist rivalry over oil.

Sudan is sub-Saharan Africa’s third-largest produ-
cer of crude oil. 82% of the oil comes from the South,
with another 13% coming from disputed regions
along the North/South border. Currently that oil goes
through a pipeline to the northern city of Port Sudan
on the Red Sea, and 65 to 80% of it goes to China,
whose growing economy needs massive amounts of
energy. China is Sudan’s largest foreign investor, dri-
lling for oil, building pipelines and other infrastruc-
ture (roads, railways, dams, bridges) and housing.
China is also a large supplier of arms to the Sudanese
government.

The US imperialists have been pushing for this re-
ferendum. They hope to counter the Chinese by ope-
ning their own oil concessions in the South, sending
the oil through a pipeline under construction through
Kenya to the Indian Ocean. The US government has
offered to take the (North) Sudanese government off
its international terrorist list if it cooperates in the re-
ferendum and subsequent division of Sudan. Basket-
ball player turned celebrity John Prendergast and
movie star George Clooney have helped to build pu-
blicity for South Sudanese independence, and were
featured in a long article in the New York Times Ma-

gazine (12/5/10).
The U.S. government has openly provided commu-

nications and other “nonlethal” equipment and trai-
ning to the South Sudanese army. The New York Times

this week printed Wikileak cables showing that Was-
hington has done more than that, looking the other
way when 100 Soviet-era tanks were “secretly” sent
from Ukraine to Kenya to be shipped overland to
South Sudan. All this was being done secretly, but the

secret was out in 2008, when Somali pirates seized
the ship, and found the last 32 tanks, 150 grenade
launchers and 6 anti-aircraft guns, and accepted a pa-
yoff of $3.2 million dollars for turning over the ship
to the Kenyan government. The last group of tanks
is still sitting in storage in Kenya, but US imperialism
has bigger problems. 

China, which up to this point has advocated kee-
ping Sudan together and maintaining the smooth
flow of oil through Port Sudan to Chinese tankers,
has begun to hedge its bets. In August, Beijing hosted
South Sudan’s minister of agriculture, Anne Itto, to
discuss the expansion of oil drilling in South Sudan,
and offering a $16 million grant to help in the buil-
ding of the pipeline from South Sudan through
Kenya. A Chinese delegation to South Sudan was as-
sured in October that Chinese investment would be
protected in case of separation.

Things are unfolding daily as the countdown pro-
ceeds toward the referendum. What is clear is that
the US ruling class does not have a lock on the out-
come of this or any other development in the world.
In spite of US diplomatic pressure on the North and
financial assistance to the South, Sudan’s new govern-
ment will make its own deals. Aware that the US is a
declining power, the Sudanese capitalists are building
alliances with neighbors Kenya and Uganda, and ta-
king advantage of Chinese cash to sell their oil to the
ascending capitalist power.

US imperialism’s continuing worldwide decline,
illustrated by its being outmaneuvered by China in
East Africa, makes the world a more unstable place.
Today’s oil wars are no longer proxy wars like the
four-decade long Sudanese civil war. Now the US im-
perialist’s must intervene directly, like Iraq and Afg-
hanistan as well as the upcoming invasion of Iran.
These wars are the beginning shots of World War
Three. 

Sudan’s oil has done its workers no good. Sudan is
one of the poorest countries in the world, where 27%
of the population has no access to safe water, and 34%
of the children under five are underweight. Sudanese
workers have a rich history of communist organizing,
especially among railroad and cotton plantation wor-
kers. The industrial workers in the oil refineries and
infrastructure, armed with communist ideas, have the
potential to build a new communist movement in
Sudan. Sudanese workers have nothing to gain in
fighting for any boss: Sudanese, Chinese, Kenyan or
US. Their only future, like that of workers all over the
world, is to turn the bosses’ imperialist wars into a re-
volutionary war for communism. Then we can build
a world where the natural resources and the fruits of
our labor are shared among the working class of the
whole world, rather than being a source of profit and
conflict for the capitalists.  

Bangladesh, 2005--Garment workers on strike




